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Industrial  
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Industrial continuous sheet curtain roller door

The Gliderol indusTrial roll•a•door 
is designed and made to suit all 
applications including commercial 
and industrial buildings.

Designed to provide reliable service for years 
to come, the Industrial Roll•a•Door offers 
counterbalanced spring assembly, allowing 
smooth and reliable operation of your  
Gliderol door.   

Fitted with durable weatherseal, the Industrial 
Roll•a•Door has been specifically designed and 
manufactured for Australian weather conditions. 
Adding style and character to any building,  
if you’re looking for a secure, reliable and strong 
roller door then Gliderol’s Industrial Roll•a•Door 
is the right roller door for your business.  

	 Gliderol	Roll•a•Door	Features

Roller	Door	Curtain 
Gliderol roll-formed steel sheet panels provide 
strength and quality in design to enhance  
overall appearance.

Polyglide 
Developed by Gliderol specifically for effortless 
roller door operation with minimal noise and 
friction. Polyglide has been tested for 22 000 
cycles of continuous use, the equivalent of  
more than 20 years of service based on three  
cycles a day.

Drum	Wheel 
The Gliderol nylon drum wheel has been 
developed over time into a hard-wearing high 
performance component.

Spring	Assistance 
A Gliderol spring assisted mechanism offers 
precise balance between the weight of the 
curtain and the upward pull of the springs, 
regardless of the position of your door.

Direct	Chain	Wheel 
Constructed of glass reinforced nylon, the direct 
chain wheel ensures safety is maintained  
at all times.

Bottom	Rail	 
The aluminium bottom rail has been specifically 
designed to reinforce your Gliderol Roll•a•Door 
against intruder penetration.

Features	&	Benefits

• Strong and reliable
• Durable weatherseal
• Suits most openings
• Meets all your needs

		Operation

Compatible with IGDU operator. This heavy 
duty industrial operator has been specifically 
engineered for large doors and features 
Gliderol’s state-of-the-art obstruction detection 
system. Please see our Gliderol Operators 
brochure for more information.



Australian	Offices

South Australia 
Head Office
32 Jacobsen crescent
Holden Hill sa 5088
telephone: (08) 8261 9633
Facsimile: (08) 8266 4712

service & installation centre
51 Jacobsen crescent
Holden Hill sa 5088
telephone: (08) 8261 9633
Facsimile: (08) 8266 4712

New South Wales
45 sammut street
smithfield nsW 2164
telephone: (02) 9725 1033
Facsimile: (02) 9725 1115

19 balook drive
beresfield nsW 2322
telephone: (02) 4966 8500
Facsimile: (02) 4966 8511

unit 2, 1 luso drive
unanderra nsW 2526
telephone: (02) 4272 3220
Facsimile: (02) 4272 3084

Queensland
241 elliott road
banyo Qld 4014
telephone: (07) 3260 9000
Facsimile: (07) 3260 9055

unit 1, 9 ramly drive
burleigh Heads Qld 4220
telephone: (07) 5508 7400
Facsimile: (07) 5508 7444

Victoria
23 Kitchen road
dandenong Vic 3175
telephone: (03) 9793 5455
Facsimile: (03) 9706 8492

35 leather street
geelong Vic 3215
telephone: (03) 5224 2499
Facsimile: (03) 5224 1299

Western Australia
unit 7, 33 denning road
bunbury Wa 6230
telephone: (08) 9721 7600
Facsimile: (08) 9791 7611 

21 prindiville drive
Wangara Wa 6065
telephone: (08) 9409 3000
Facsimile: (08) 9409 3200

Tasmania
c/o 23 Kitchen road
dandenong Vic 3175
telephone: (03) 9793 5455
Facsimile: (03) 9706 8492


